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The new series “Media Protagonists of Modernity” (Medienakteure der Moderne) addresses print, broadcasting and digital media, and investigates their
internal structures and processes as well as content and impact. For a modern media history, newspapers, magazines, radio, TV and digital media provide
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Mück, Yannik

Die »Deutsche Gefahr«

Außenpolitik und öffentliche Meinung in den deutsch-amerikanischen Beziehungen vor dem Ersten

Weltkrieg

Volume 2
2021. VIII, 363 pages. 

ISBN 9783161597886
hardcover 59,00 €

ISBN 9783161597893
eBook PDF 59,00 €

Yannik Mück attends to the question how in the years prior to World War I the sentiment of the American public sphere
shifted to open hostility towards the German Empire. He thereby raises questions of the interaction and entanglement of
politics, diplomacy and mass media which seem to be more topical than ever.
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Marktwirtschaft schreiben

Das Wirtschaftsressort der Frankfurter Allgemeinen Zeitung 1949 bis 1992

Volume 1
2019. XI, 360 pages. 

ISBN 9783161581793
hardcover 59,00 €
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eBook PDF 59,00 €

The impact the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung's  business and economics reporting has had on German history has so far
barely been researched. Maximilian Kutzner illuminates here the place this major national broadsheet occupies in the
country's tapestry of politics, economics, scholarship and public life. Archive material made exclusively available to the
author gives an insider view of FAZ business desk operations and the forming of editorial policy. Journalists were party to
con dences that reached the top echelons of politics and the business community, where con icts had the potential to
threaten the paper's continued existence. But the interplay between newsmakers, politicians, business leaders and
academics also led to profound and lasting changes that were to shape federal Germany's contemporary history.
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